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Based on a fascinating case study, our two day conference, brought to you by
corporate members of the IBSA, will examine the development of a business
involving intellectual property, finance, law, tax and private client issues.

Welcome Introduction
By Roy Saunders, Founder and Chairman

15:00 GMT

Issues Affecting The Current Business
Understanding both EU and UK post-Brexit VAT and Customs duty issues for cross border sales of the

current business, issues when the new business is moved to the UK including the rules of origin

complications, EU and UK Research & Development incentives for the business including potential

claw-back of grants already obtained, effect of existing EU directives on UK tax issues.

15:10 GMT

IP Protection
Exploring the early stage of patent and trade mark protection for the business including the specific

processes involved, the potential difficulties in IP protection for the UK market and subsequent trading in

the US, the protection afforded by trade marks and design rights following the business’ relocation to the

UK, concerns and litigation issues affecting infringement of IP rights.

15:35 GMT

Moving The Business To The UK
Discussing the exit tax on the transfer of part of the business to the UK and enforcement of taxing rights

post-Brexit, considerations of establishing operations in the UK, understanding SEIS/EIS rules and

disqualifying issues, considering investor appetite for split businesses and preparation of confidential

information memorandum, necessary sales forecast and other investor requirements.

16:00 GMT

Moving The Management Team To The UK
Considering employment issues and how these may be affected by the relocation of the key management

team, including changes in employment contracts to protect the company’s IP, complications of restrictive

clauses and the relevance of Brexit to contracts; management incentives such as the EMI scheme and share

options, growth shares and the use of Employment Benefit Trusts;  the effect of a change of residence on the

exercise of options and subsequent sale of shares and any protection afforded by double tax treaty issues.

16:20 GMT

Day 1  |  Wednesday 17

Licensing Of IP Rights To Third Parties 
Analysing the commercial value of licensing and the protection of future rights through licensing

arrangements which limit the main terms of exclusivity, territory, duration and considering the distinction

between active and passive sales; understanding the transfer pricing issues in the event licenses with third

parties have been terminated and benchmarking royalty payments; understanding litigation consequences

of terminating licensing agreements and when trade marks and other IP ownership has expired.

16:40 GMT

Networking In 5 Break-Out Rooms Of Choice
Moderated by one of our specialist presenters. Rooms are for Law, Tax, IP, Finance and Private Client.

17:00 - 18:00 GMT
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Creation Of A Trust To Own The New Business
Understanding the creation of Trusts for asset protection and confidentiality, and how the situs of

underlying assets may affect inheritance tax and other issues; reviewing US tax law for US citizens with

overseas business interests including GILTI issues; exploring the use of US trusts for estate duty planning

between US and non-US spouses and in preparation for an eventual capital gain, plus personal UK tax

issues in respect of trust income and gains under current domicile laws.

15:10 GMT

Listing The Business On The Stock Market
Exploring Stage 2 financing through private equity and other financial opportunities, examining the

difficulties entrepreneurs have in raising necessary finance and the parameters required for family offices

and others to invest in these businesses; considerations for listing the business on AIM or similar markets

and relevant valuations, liquidity issues, prospectus requirements and management expertise.

15:40 GMT

Sale Of The Business 
Exploring the options of acquiring the business, considering asset or share purchase from the viewpoint

of vendors and purchasers, reviewing exit strategies and the earn-out mechanisms for the shareholders;

discussing the exercise of management options for key management and revisiting the use of Employee

Benefit Trusts; cross border issues for the expanded group when acquiring the foreign distributorship

including financing techniques and transfer pricing.

16:05 GMT

Trust And Estate Planning Issues For The Vendor Family
Discussing issues relating to running a family business, shareholder arrangements between spouses

and post-nuptial agreements; creating a family charter and reviewing inheritance taxation relating to

assets within the Trust; creating a charitable foundation to enhance green credentials of the family.

16:30 GMT

The IBSA would like to thank their corporate members for their contribution to this conference. 

Networking In 5 Break-Out Rooms Of Choice
Moderated by one of our specialist presenters. Rooms are for Law, Tax, IP, Finance and Private Client.

17:00 - 18:00 GMT

Summary Of Day 1
Roy Saunders, Founder and Chairman

15:00 GMT

Day 2  |  Thursday 18

This conference is sponsored by  IFS Consultants  

https://ifsconsultants.com/
https://www.theibsa.org/conference/structuring-international-real-estate-sire-391


Growing a business across borders is more
complex than ever: we're here to make it
easier for business advisors and owners.

The only multi-disciplinary association for practitioners

dealing with international business structuring and regulatory

compliance across multiple jurisdictions.

www.theibsa.org

http://www.theibsa.org/

